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ABSTRACT
Origami engineering is a new field in which researchers are seeking to apply the art of
paper folding to advantageous engineering applications. One of these applications is in the
biomedical field where an origami stent can fold compactly for insertion into the body and
expand when needed due to a small electrical or magnetic field. Similarly, another application is
in solar satellites that are folded into smaller packaging to be easily launched into space and then
expanded for larger functionality. Our research group is investigating use of active materials to
actuate origami-inspired structures such as these, in response to different external fields. This
specific study involves the active material known as P(VDF-TrFE-CTFE), a PVDF-based relaxor
ferroelectric terpolymer. The terpolymer responds to electric field; when a field is present, the
random dipoles in the film align with the field, causing the film to contract in thickness and
expand in-plane. The films are electroded then adhered to a substrate in a configuration called
unimorph. Upon application of the electric field, the substrate restricts the expanding motion of
the terpolymer, resulting in an overall bending motion of the system. This bending motion is
exploited to actuate the so-called origami in action structures.
In order to understand the behavior, capabilities, and limitations of the terpolymer as an
active material, both qualitative and quantitative data are collected from the actuation of three
different action origami structures: the flapping butterfly, the catapult, and the barking dog. The
goal is to find the optimal shapes and crease patterns of the structures as well as the optimal
configurations with the terpolymer film. These three structures are tested and the research has
shown that PVDF-terpolymer is an effective actuator with ability to deform a paper substrate to a
desired shape in the presence of an electric field. The butterfly was able to flap, the mouth of the
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dog was able to “bark,” and the catapult was able to launch a small ball of paper. Through
experimentation, it was determined what parameters affect actuation and furthermore what
values of those parameters will maximize the actuation. These trends can then be used to predict
further improvement in the resulting mechanical output of the action origami structures.
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CHAPTER 1 – Introduction
1.1 Background on Origami and Action Origami
Origami, which is the Japanese art of paper folding, has been around since at least the
17th century. It has brought beauty and ingenuity into the world for hundreds of years. Though it
has predominantly been an art form since its inception, it has progressed within the past several
decades into other fields. For example, the artist Akira Yoshizawa, who is often considered the
grandfather or grandmaster of origami, utilized his skills in geometry and mathematics to bring
origami from the artistic realm to the technical realm. Starting his career by using paper folding
to explain geometrical problems, he eventually moved on to develop a system of symbols and
notations to describe crease patterns and fold directions that would become the standard for
origami artists everywhere [1]. Yoshizawa’s work paved the way for origami to merge into the
world of science and technology.
More recently, a new field of study has emerged which couples the art of origami with
engineering design. This field, known as origami engineering, takes the concept of paper folding
and applies it to engineering applications to provide technical solutions. An example of this is the
development of an origami coronary artery stent, as shown in Figure 1a, that is creased in such a
way that the device is miniscule and compact upon entering the human body but then is capable

Figure 1 – (a) Origami heart Stent [2] (b) Origami solar satellite [3]
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of expanding within damaged arteries to facilitate better blood flow [2]. A similar example can
be found in the aerospace industry, where a solar satellite, which is shown in Figure 1b, was
designed by researchers at Brigham Young University to be folded compactly for easy
deployment into space and then expanded to significantly larger surface area in order to harness
the most solar power [3]. These are the types of engineering solutions that are aided by
knowledge in origami and these are the applications that have inspired this research study.
More recently, Robert Lang, has brought functionality to the art of paper folding having
developed an extensive series of “action origami” figures [4]. Like the name suggests, these
figures can perform actions and produce an output motion with the help of manual actuation,
unlike traditional origami. For instance, different figures can mimic the motions of biting,
rowing, and flying, as shown in Figure 2. Because these figures are intended to move, action
origami is a key starting point in regards to finding ways to implement origami inspirations
within engineering solutions.

Figure 2 - Animal figures by Robert Lang that can fly, row, bite, and swim [4]

1.2 Kinematics of Origami Structures
The goal of this research study involves taking a few of these action origami figures put
forth by Robert Lang and adapting them to create ‘active’ action origami; these systems, instead
of relying on manual actuation for motion, will rely on electro-mechanical actuation. This
electro-mechanical actuation will be achieved through an active material known as P(VDF TrFE
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CTFE) terpolymer, which will be referred to as terpolymer herein and will be discussed in more
detail in section 1.3. Before moving on to the specifics of the actuator itself, it is important to
first understand what kinds of motion are taking place in an action origami structure and the
kinematics involved. A study done at Brigham Young University, by Wilcox et al. describes the
different kinematic models of the most common driving mechanisms involved in action origami
[5]. For each structure they studied, they developed a model for the prescribed location and type
of force needed to actuate the structure. They divided many of the driving mechanisms found in
origami into different subsets based on the kinematics of their input and output motion. Their
description of each force, whether it is in-plane, out-of-plane, or applied torque, aids in the
fabrication and experimentation of these models. Wilcox et al. indicated the regions on the
origami structures which would result in the most actuation, which would therefore be the areas
that would be actuated by an active material in this current study. Although Wilcox et. al. do not
suggest which active material would work best with the model, based on knowledge of the
electrostrictive and mechanical properties of terpolymer in conjunction with elucidating its
correct placement on the origami structure, it is expected that using the terpolymer should result
in significant actuation.
The three origami structures that will be the focus of this study are the flapping butterfly,
the catapult, and the barking dog which are shown in Figure 3. These structures will be folded

Figure 3 – (a) Flapping bird, (b) Catapult, (c) Barking dog [4]
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out of paper, the properties and dimensions of which will be described in more detail in Chapter
2. Each of these structures utilizes a driving mechanism that has been described and modeled in
the Brigham Young study [5]. Both the butterfly and the catapult make use of variations of a
similar driving mechanism belonging to Wilcox et al.’s subset C1. They explain that this subset
is usually found in action origami figures that exhibit chomping motions. As shown in Figure 4,
taken from that study, “two spherical mechanisms are oriented towards each other such that a
diamond shape is created in the middle of the fold pattern. The chomping motion of this subset
[…] is actuated by bringing the points of the “diamond” together in one plane causing the
extreme endpoints of the backbone to be brought together in an orthogonal plane. This motion
can be initiated by applying a moment to the panels of the diamond about the backbone […] or
by applying a moment about the fold line in the middle of the diamond.” [5]. Figure 4 illustrates
how the actuation, depicted by the blue arrow, is translated to the output motion, depicted by the
red arrow.

Figure 4 - Actuation of subset C1 [5]

The catapult uses a simpler driving mechanism which is found in what Wilcox et al [5]
refers to as subset S1a. Wilcox et al. describe this subset as having “two sets of panels: one
whose sector angles are less than 90 degrees and another whose sector angles are greater than 90
degrees” [5]. The latter are the driving panels and are shown in Figure 5a. By actuating the
driving panels with outward horizontal forces, the structure achieves an output rotary motion of
the non-driving panels, as shown in Figure 5b. This knowledge of how the driving mechanisms
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Figure 5 – (a) Crease patter for subset S1a where the driving panels have
sector angles greater than 90° (b) Actuation of subset S1a [5]

behind the origami structures work, enables the design of experiments that would maximize the
desired output motion using active materials.

1.3 Characteristics of the Active Material – P(VDF TrFE CTFE) Terpolymer
Once the kinematics are understood, we can focus on the driving force behind the
mechanism described previously. In my research, I used the polymer known as P(VDF TrFE
CTFE) terpolymer, or simply terpolymer for short, to actuate the action origami-inspired
structures that I designed. This polymer was chosen for the study because its electrostrictive
properties are such that high electro-mechanical strain is expected, which is needed for this
particular application. In addition, its mechanical properties and actuation stress are important to
these applications.
A more common form of the polymer is a P(VDF TrFE) copolymer. Huang et al. show
that one can achieve a high electromechanical response when operating the P(VDF TrFE)
copolymer near the ferroelectric-paraelectric (F-P) phase transition [6]. A ferroelectric material is
one that exhibits an electrical polarization without an electric field due to spontaneous alignment
of electric dipoles within the crystalline structure; in addition, this spontaneous polarization is
reversible under the application of an electric field. A paraelectric material, however, is one that
does not display a spontaneous polarization but could become electrically polarized in the
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presence of an electric field [7] [8]. There are some challenges to using P(VDF TrFE) in
practical applications such as a narrow temperature range for the F-P transition and large
hysteresis [9]. However, research has shown that the addition of a third bulky monomer, either
chlorofluoroethylene (CFE) or chlorotrifluoroethylene (CTFE), making it a terpolymer, aids in
overcoming these challenges [6] [9]. This addition randomly introduces defects into the P(VDF
TrFE) matrix, which disrupts the ferroelectric chain arrangement. Consequently, the size of the
polar domains decreases, to nano-domains [9] [10]. This morphology change creates several
positive outcomes. Firstly, it broadens the F-P phase transition and removes the hysteresis, as
shown in Figure 6a [9]. Additionally, the terpolymer becomes relaxor ferroelectric, with

Figure 6 – (a) Comparison between ferroelectric (dotted line) and relaxor ferroelectric
response (solid line) [9] (b) Strain versus of Electric Field of Terpolymer [6]

enhanced electrostriction and increased electro-mechanical coupling [6]. The improved electromechanical strain along the 1-direction (parallel to the surface of the polymer film) is shown
in Figure 6b. It is this high electro-mechanical strain of ~4% that will make the terpolymer
suitable for actuating the action origami structures.
In comparison to other commonly used active polymers such as dielectric elastomer and
polyvinylidene-fluoride (PVDF), terpolymer has material properties that make it suitable for
origami inspired actuation (see Table 1 for comparison of all three electroactive polymers
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discussed here). It is important to have high in-plane strain because it can be translated into the
most bending action, which will be described in more detail in section 1.4. It is also important for
the material to achieve high actuation stresses because it is the actuation force that overcomes the
constraining effect of the substrate, in this case the paper-built origami structure. Though
dielectric elastomer has very high electro-mechanical strains, the terpolymer is able to achieve
moderate strain levels and high maximum actuation stress.
Table 1- Comparison of electro-active polymers

Dielectric Elastomer [11] [12] [13]
Polyvinylidene-fluoride (PVDF) [9] [12] [14]
P(VDF TrFE CTFE) terpolymer [10] [15] [6]

Maximum
Strain
300%
0.1 %
4%

Maximum
Stress
7.2 MPa
4.8 MPA
20-45 MPa

Dielectric
Constant
4.7
12
50

A third parameter that makes terpolymer the best choice for this application is its dielectric
constant. In order to actuate the substrate, a critical function of the active material is being able
to respond to an electric field. The dielectric constant is a measure of how well a material
polarizes in the presence of an electric field. Of the three materials, terpolymer has the highest
dielectric constant. Thus, P(VDF-TrFE-CTFE) terpolymer is selected as the best choice in the
application of actuation of action origami structures.

1.4 Coupling PVDF Terpolymer with Action Origami Models
The as-prepared terpolymer has dipoles that are initially random, as shown in Figure 7.
Once an electric field is applied, the dipoles align with the field, causing the film to contract in
the thickness direction and expand in the plane. When the field is removed, the dipoles return to
their original random state.
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Figure 7 - Driving mechanism for actuation

Making use of the terpolymer’s electro-mechanical response, this study considers a
unimorph structure that translates the expansion of the active material into the movement, in this
case bending, of the paper substrate. Figure 8a shows the basic single layered unimorph, which is
comprised of a terpolymer specimen that is electroded on both sides with silver and then adhered
to a paper substrate. The next image, Figure 8b, shows a multilayered unimorph, which serves to
multiply the actuation force of the terpolymer for optimal mechanical output. As the terpolymer
expands along the length due to the presence of an electric field, the paper substrate restricts its
motion, causing the structure to bend. It is this bending motion that drives the actuation of the
action origami structures.

Figure 8 - (a) Unimorph structure (b) Multilayered unimorph structure
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To summarize, the complex shapes of action origami structures can be simplified and
explained in kinematic terms, as put forth by Wilcox et al. [5]. These models dictate optimal
regions for actuation. Subsequently, the study herein will use the actuation power of the active
material terpolymer by placing it onto the optimal regions of action origami figures. This will
result in localized bending in that region which will then in turn cause the entire origami
structure to move and bend as it would when manually actuated.

1.5 Problem Statement and Outline
The purpose of this study is to understand the behavior of P(VDF TrFE CFTE)
terpolymer as an actuator for action origami as well as the impact of actuation. This study aims
to investigate the effects of several parameters such as aspect ratio of the terpolymer, number of
layers used in actuation, and geometry of the paper figure being actuated. The goal is to observe
which parameters yield the greatest output of mechanical motion. In order to achieve this, I will
collect both qualitative and quantitative data from the actuation of three action origami figures:
the flapping butterfly, the catapult, and the barking dog. This information will contribute to the
field of origami engineering and will provide new insight on how action origami works and can
be utilized for different engineering applications.
The sections of this thesis will be as follows. The first chapter is the introduction which
includes sections about the background of origami, the kinematics of action origami, the
characteristics of the active material P(VDF TrFE CTFE) terpolymer, and the coupling of
origami with smart materials. The following chapter, chapter 2 will cover experimentation,
which will include sections for fabrication, design methodology, testing, and analysis. Chapter 3
will present the results and analyze them in details. The analysis will include both quantitative
and qualitative data that describes the behavior of the terpolymer as an actuator. And finally, the
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last chapter, chapter 4, will be the conclusion, in which the findings are summarized and general
trends regarding the terpolymer’s capabilities are drawn which can be applied to future research.
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CHAPTER 2 – Experimentation
2.1 Procedure for Sample Fabrication
The P(VDF TrEF CTFE) terpolymer is purchased in powder form the supplier, Piezotech
Arkema group in France [10] [16]. There are then several steps taken to produce the terpolymer
films needed to actuate the origami structures. First, the powder is dissolved into N,N-dimethyl
formamide (DMF), which was supplied by Sigma Aldrich, using a magnetic stirrer [16]. The
solution is then cast thinly onto a glass plate and dried in a vacuum to remove the DMF solvent.
In the final step, the dried films are annealed in a vacuum oven to improve crystallinity [10].
The processed films can now be used as actuators for the action origami structures. Small
samples, of a given size and shape as specified by the particular structure being tested, are cut
from the film. These samples need to be electroded on both sides so that an electric field can be
applied across the thickness of the film. In order to achieve that, the cut samples are placed onto
a metal stage and masked along all the edges. Masking the edges involves taking 2 mm wide
strips of paper and adhering them to one edge of Kapton tape, which is supplied by McMasterCarr [17]. The Kapton tape is used to secure the terpolymer sample onto the stage such that the
papered edge covers the edge of the terpolymer and protects it from getting stuck to the adhesive
of the tape. This masking of the edges, as shown in Figure 9, prevents arcing of electrical charge

Figure 9 – (a) Photograph of masking the edges of the terpolymer sample (b) Schematic of
the masking along the terpolymer edges with Kapton tape
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from one electrode side to another. Once all the cut samples are masked and secured onto the
metal stage, the stage is placed into a sputtering machine, as shown in Figure 10a, where silver
particles are deposited onto the film for an electrode thickness of 50 nm. The machine is called
the Q150R Rotary-Pumped Sputter Coater and is made by Quorom Technologies [18]. After
removing the stage, the samples are flipped over and sputtered on the back side. The finished
outcome is shown in Figure 10b. This process is continued until there are enough samples to
fabricate an origami specimen. In order to connect the electrical leads to the electrodes of the
terpolymer samples, copper tape is cut into thin strips to be used as wires that will attach to the
silver electrodes on one end and connect to the power source leads on the other end.

Figure 10 – (a) Stage placed into the sputtering machine (b) Finished silver-electroded
terpolymer samples

For the fabrication of the origami structure, a specialized shape and crease pattern is used
for each origami figure. The model drawings shown in Figure 11, Figure 12, and Figure 13
illustrate the crease patterns for the butterfly, catapult, and barking dog, respectively. In these
drawings, the green lines represent mountain folds and the orange lines represent valley folds.
Additionally, the blue shapes indicate the shape, dimensions, and placement of the active
material, i.e. terpolymer.
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Figure 11 - Model drawing for butterfly crease pattern. Terpolymer Dimension: Height 4cm,
center width 1.5 cm, top and bottom width 1cm

Figure 12 - Model drawing for catapult crease pattern. Terpolymer Dimensions: length 5 cm, width 1 cm

Figure 13 - Model drawing for barking dog. Terpolymer dimensions: length 5 cm, width 0.75 cm
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Once all the pieces are prepared, the action origami structure is assembled in a process
shown in Figure 14. A paper substrate with the specialized shape and crease pattern is laid on the
work table. One strip of copper tape is attached to one edge of the area to be actuated by the
terpolymer. A hole the size and shape of the particular terpolymer sample is cut out of a sheet of
paper towel. The paper towel is laid over top the paper substrate such that only the actuation area
is exposed and the rest of the paper is protected. The terpolymer strips are pre-folded to match

Figure 14 - Fabrication process of action origami figures

the crease pattern of the substrate. An adhesive spray is then sprayed over the exposed area,
leaving only a thin layer. The paper towel is removed and a terpolymer sample is carefully place
in the prescribed area, making sure the copper wire is in contact with the bottom electrode.
Another copper strip is attached to the edge of the top electrode, but on the side opposite to the
first wire. The paper towel is replaced, the adhesive is sprayed, the paper towel removed, and
then another layer of terpolymer is added. This process is repeated until there are 4 layers of
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terpolymer. Additional experiments are also run with 6 layers and 8 layers to compare the effect
of the number of layers.

2.2 Design Approach
The approach used to design the crease patterns and fabricate the configurations was an
iterative approach. The process of developing each design differed for each origami structure,
but there was a common method overall. This involved first simplifying Robert Lang’s structures
[4] into single sheet patterns. Several paper samples were made, each with slight variations in
dimensions and geometry, and manually tested. The manual testing helped determine
qualitatively which designs required the least amount of force for actuation and therefore
indicated which designs would be best to test with the active material. After experimentation
with the active material, other iterations and improvements were made, such as placement and
shape of the active material.
2.2.1 Catapult
Of the three structures, the final design for the catapult was the easiest to achieve as it
only went through three iterations. The first iteration had the same size and crease pattern as the
original design as shown in Figure 14 but was larger by a factor of 2 and only included one strip
of layered terpolymer. The problem with this design was that it required a larger surface area of
the active material. It in turn made the specimen more susceptible to electrical shorting due the
fact that the larger sample of terpolymer would have greater chances of including defects within
the film. For that reason, the design was scaled down for the second iteration. This second
iteration was successful, but I decided to progress to a third iteration involving two strips of
layered terpolymer with the intent of increasing the actuation force and output displacement.
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This third iteration, which was the final design for the catapult, did result in the greatest actuation
and displacement.
2.2.2 Barking Dog
The barking dog structure went through five iterations before arriving at the final design.
The first iteration, as with the catapult, started out at a larger scale and with a diamond shaped
terpolymer section. It was also scaled down for the second iteration to avoid premature shorting.
For the third iteration, the layered terpolymer was changed to a hexagonal shape to take
advantage of greater in-plane strain for improved actuation. The crease pattern was also slightly
adjusted to accommodate the new terpolymer shape. For the fourth design iteration,
polypropylene panels were adhered to the four outside panels of the dog’s mouth to increase the
stiffness of those panels. This was done to avoid any energy being lost in deforming the panels.
Unfortunately, the polypropylene panels added extra weight to the structure, requiring the active
material to work harder to achieve actuation and therefore did not have any positive effect on the
results. Finally, the fifth iteration, which was the most effective, had a rectangular shaped
terpolymer sample. This provided the highest aspect ratio, resulting in greater in-plane strain.
Thus, the actuation force was maximized in the proper direction, along the width of the butterfly
structure.
2.2.3 Flapping Butterfly
Development of the flapping butterfly design took the longest time, having gone through
the most iterations. The parameters that were tested throughout the process were perforation of
the creases, geometry and weight of the wings, dimensions of the actuation area, and dimensions
of the terpolymer. Many of these parameters were tested manually before choosing the better set
of parameters and testing them with complete specimen. Examples of these manual tests are
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shown in Figure 15. Through development, results suggested that decreasing the stiffness of the
creases would make the creases easier to fold. To reduce the stiffness, a small blade was used to
cut out small section of paper along the crease, as indicated by Figure 15a, Figure 15b, and
Figure 15c. After manual actuation, qualitative observation showed that the parallel vertical
creases had no effect on actuation but the perforated horizontal crease did result in needing less
force for actuation. Another theory was that having lighter wings would allow for more
movement during actuation. For this reason, paper samples like the ones shown in Figure 15d and
Figure 15e, were tested. The triangular shape kept the length but reduced the area and then the

cutouts within the wing further reduced the area. When these shapes were tested however, there
was less movement; the mass actually helps the momentum of the wings as it moves.
Consequently, the final design maintains the rectangular shaped wings.

Figure 15 - Examples of design iterations for flapping butterfly: (a) perforation of parallel
vertical folds (b) perforation of horizontal fold (c) perforation of all folds (d) triangular wings
(e) triangular wings with cutouts

When experimenting with the actuation area, which is highlighted in Figure 15a, different
aspect ratios of this area were tested. The results of this manual testing are shown in Table 2. It
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was found that having a small aspect ratio was more conducive to better actuation. For this
reason the final dimensions that were chosen were 4 cm by 3 cm.
Table 2 – Results of actuation area testing
Actuation Area Dimensions
3 x 2 cm
4 x 3 cm
4 x 2.5 cm

Aspect Ratio
1.5
1.3
1.6

Required Force
Middle
Least
Most

Finally, the last parameter that was tested was the dimensions of the terpolymer that
would actuate the structure. First, it was determined whether a rectangular shape or a hexagonal
shape would be used. The rectangular shape was beneficial in translating most of the movement
along its length. On the other hand, the hexagonal shape was advantagous because the paper
substrate took on the shape of a hexagon while it was being actuated. After further qualitative
observation, it was determined that a hexagonal shape would be more effective at enabling the
paper substrate to move. As for the dimensions of the hexagonal shape, the aspect ratio was
again a factor. In some preliminary research and experimentation, it was found that having a high
aspect ratio in the active material resulted in the most actuation. For this reason, the hexagon had
to be as narrow as possible while still being large enough to electrode. Thus, the final dimensions
were: height 4cm, center width 1.5 cm, and top /bottom width 1cm.

2.3 Testing
2.3.1 Challenges with Mounting Samples
For each action origami structure, there was some trial and error involved in determining
how to mount the samples for experimentation. The challenge was that at least one element of
the structure needed to be fixed for the motion to occur but it had to be done in such a way that
mobility of the rest of the structure was not restricted. The criteria used to guide this trial and
error process were the kinematics of each structure as explained by Wilcox et. al. [5]. Wilcox et.
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al. describe each actuation mechanism as having a particular crease or section that serves as the
“backbone” of the structure. It followed logically that I should attempt to secure each structure
along its backbone. The flapping butterfly was the easiest structure to mount. A thin wooden
stand, about 2.5 cm in width and 0.5 cm in thickness, was built. Then two pins were placed along
the horizontal mountain fold of the paper substrate, on either side of the layered terpolymer, as
shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16 – Mounting of the flapping butterfly

Mounting for the catapult was slightly more complicated. It was clear that the crease in
the back of the catapult that runs perpendicular to the terpolymer is the backbone of the structure.
Therefore, the first step was fixing it along this line. The wooden stand from the butterfly set-up
was also utilized but before pinning it to the wood, the structure was first pinned to a strip of
cardboard so that it would be supported along the whole length of the backbone crease, as shown
in Figure 17. For additional security, double sided tape was used in the front of the structure
where more of the weight acted. Because of symmetry, the catapult was able to stay fairly
upright on its own. However, to add more stability, some tape was used to tether the back of the
cardboard strip to the wooden stand. This was also done so that the cardboard strip was at an
angle. This was done to allow better propulsion of projectiles launched from the catapult.
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Figure 17 - (a) mounting for the catapult (b) catapult in place within the mounting

The barking dog required a significant amount of trial and error before finalizing the
mounting method. First, it was actuated without any mounting, the bottom of the mouth simply
resting on a surface. The next attempt was similar except that it was pinned to that surface along
the crease of the bottom of the mouth. When those options did not work, I reevaluated the
motion of the structure to decide the best location to pin it. The difficulty was that the backbone
of the structure was actually along the back of the mouth, but it was completely covered by
terpolymer, so there was no way to pin it there. However, through several iterations of the design
process, the terpolymer shape for the barking dog changed from a diamond, to a hexagon, to a
rectangle. Once it became a rectangle, there was room on either side of the terpolymer to be
pinned because the actuation area on the substrate was still in the
shape of a hexagon. After this was established, the mounting
became simpler. First the barking dog was mounted very similarly
to the butterfly, where it was pinned along the back of the mouth
on top of the wooden stand such that the mouth opened upward.
This is shown in Figure 18. This configuration did yield some

Figure 18 - Upright mounting
of the barking dog
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actuation but it was very small. It was observed that this was due to gravity acting against the
motion of the panels of the mouth. To avoid this, the same configuration was just rotated to sit
horizontally on an elevated stage, as shown in Figure 19. Thus, the mouth of the dog would open
sideways and the camera used to record the motion would be placed above it looking down.

Figure 19 - (a) mounting for the barking dog (b) top view of barking dog in place
within the mounting

2.3.2 Electrical Actuation
The experimental setup includes a function generator which provides input to the voltage
amplifier. The voltage amplifier then has two output leads that are attached to the origami
specimen. Additionally, two stands are used to prop up the electrical leads and keep them level
with the specimen so as to avoid any pulling on the copper tape wires that would restrict the
motion of the origami structure.
After an action origami specimen is mounted, it is ready to be actuated electrically. The
two leads are attached to each of the copper tape junctions. Both the function generator and
voltage amplifier are turned on. The function generator is then set to high impedance and
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alternating current. While the voltage amplifier warms up, a video camera is placed in front of
the specimen to record the actuation motion. After hitting the Record button, the date and sample
dimensions are stated for documentation. For the catapult structure, the samples are tested at 2,
2.5, 3, and 3.5 kV DC. For both the butterfly and barking dog, a frequency is selected on the
function generator – first 0.1 Hz, then 0.25 Hz, and finally 0.5 Hz. For each frequency, the
voltage is ramped up such that the specimen experienced electric fields of 20, 35, 50, 65, and 80
MV/m.

2.4 Image Analysis and Data Collection
In order to extract quantitative data from these experiments, image analysis is utilized.
During experimentation, a video camera is placed in front of or above the action origami
structure, depending which has the best vantage point for seeing the displacement of the
substrate. After the specimen is actuated, the video is examined frame by frame. Still shots are
taken at the instances of peak displacement for each increment of electric field: 20, 35, 50, 65,
and 80 MV/m. These still images are then analyzed with the software, ImageJ [19]. Within
ImageJ, each image is overlaid onto the image at zero electric field, which shows how much the
substrate was displaced. The angle difference between the two images is then measured and
recorded. An example of the angle measurement for each origami structure is shown in Figure 20
where the yellow lines indicate the angle that was measured. The measurement is taken at every
increment of electric field for each of the three frequencies used. Those measurements are then
tabulated for analysis.
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Figure 20 - Measurement of angle displacement using image analysis for the (a) flapping
butterfly, (b) catapult, and (c) barking dog
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CHAPTER 3 – Results
Each origami structure will be considered in the following order: catapult, barking dog,
and flapping butterfly. For each one, there will be details of the actuation analyzed through angle
displacement followed by a discussion of the trends that were observed regarding the behavior of
the terpolymer.

3.1 Catapult Results
Figure 21 shows an image of the maximum displacement observed in the catapult
experiments. A full video of the actuation can be found here: https://youtu.be/vAbYYXwzH8s

Figure 21 - Maximum displacement of catapult structure

Five samples of the catapult were tested, all of which are summarized in Table 3. The
first was a large-scale model with 1 strip of 6-layered terpolymer. Then the model was scaled
down by a factor of 0.6 and tested, listed as S2. In the next samples, the overall width was
increased to accommodate for 2 thinner strips of 6-layered terpolymer. Two samples of this
version were tested, shown as S3 and S4. These two samples showed successful actuation and so
this model became the final design for testing. Following that, a sample was actuated using 4
layers of terpolymer, listed as S5. Subsequently, the model was tested with 8 layers of
terpolymer. None of the 8-layered samples were successful for reasons laid out in the discussion
below.
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Table 3 - Summary of catapult samples
Sample

# of
Layers

S1

6

S2

6

S3

6

Terpolymer
Shape

Substrate
Dimensions (cm)

7 x 2.5 cm

Overall length: 20.5
Overall width: 10.5

4.5 x 1.2 cm

Overall length: 12.3
Overall width: 6.3

5 x 1.2 cm
5 x 1.2 cm

S4

6

5 x 1.2 cm
5 x 1.2 cm

S5

4

5 x 1.2 cm
5 x 1.2 cm

Schematic

Overall length: 12.3
Overall width: 7

Overall length: 12.3
Overall width: 7

Overall length: 12.3
Overall width: 7

Observing the results shown in Figure 22, the large-scale 6-layered catapult sample (S1)
exhibited the greatest displacement. This is due to terpolymer film dimensions, providing the
largest actuation area and greatest actuation force. For this large-scale sample, repeatability was
challenging to achieve because the large area means a large number of defects. Subsequent
samples kept failing would short-circuit before completion of an experiment. Consequently,
without terpolymer film that is defect free, the results of this particular design are not repeatable.
When scaled down by half, the results are more easily repeatable, as in the case of samples S3
and S4, which had the same configurations and yielded similar results.
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Figure 22 - Catapult data - angle displacement vs electric field

Throughout these experiments, observations showed that having a large aspect ratio of
the active material increases the electromechanical response of the origami structure, for
example see performance of samples S3, S4, and S5 compared to S2. Therefore, in order to
optimize the resulting mechanical motion of the sample, an improved design implementing 2
parallel strips of active material was used. The intent was to increase the aspect ratio of the
sample for greater actuation force while maintaining the same overall actuation area. The results
show the success of the design, where the 6-layered-2-strip samples (S3 and S4) exhibit larger
angle displacement than the 6-layered-1-strip sample (S2). It was determined that the 2-strip
approach was more effective than the 1-strip approach. Aside from optimizing the mechanical
output of the origami structures, another goal of this research is to study how the number of
active layers affects this output. Consequently, the 2-strip approach was repeated with a 4layered sample and an 8-layered sample. The 4-layered sample resulted in less actuation than the
6-layered sample. This would suggest that an increase in the number of layers increases the
actuation force. Considering the both parameters, the high aspect ratio and greater number of
layers, the configuration of samples S3 and S4 proved the most effective.
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However, none of the 8-layered samples were successful; they each failed due to
electrical breakdown. Having 2 separate strips of 8 layers each allowed more room for defects
that would cause premature short circuiting. Additionally, it was determined that for this
configuration, the increased stiffness of 8 active layers was greater than the actuation force it
yielded, which inhibited the motion.

3.2 Barking Dog Results
Figure 23 shows an image of the maximum displacement observed in the catapult
experiments. A full video of the actuation can be found here: https://youtu.be/a1MwKGsXE98

Figure 23 - Maximum displacement of barking dog structure

The results of the barking dog experiments are shown in Figure 24. Multiple samples,
with the barking dog configuration explained in Section 2.1, were tested for each number of
layers, which allowed for analysis of scatter using standard deviation. In some cases, the actuator
sample electrically shorted before completion, therefore there were not enough data points to
obtain a standard deviation. Unlike with the catapult, alternating current (AC) was used to
actuate the barking dog structure. The sinusoidal behavior of the electric field then allowed for a
continuous “barking” motion for the origami figure. The value of the greatest angle displacement
was then taken at the points of peak voltage. At initial observation, the 4-layered samples reach a
maximum angle displacement of about 4 degrees at 65 MV/m. The 6-layered samples perform
better with a maximum displacement of about 9 degrees at 80 MV/m. Finally, the 8-layered
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samples perform similarly to the 4-layered sample, again with a 4 degree maximum
displacement.
One of the first trends that is observed is the fact that the greatest amount of displacement
was achieved at a frequency of 0.1 Hz (Figure 24, blue diamonds). This is due to the fact that the

(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 24 - Angle displacement vs electric field for a) 4-layered, b) 6-layered, c) 8-layered barking dog

electromechanical response time is not instantaneous. At the lower frequency, the dipoles in the
terpolymer have more time to respond and re-orient, which would translate into greater range of
motion in the paper substrate. It is also seen that operating at 0.5 Hz is the least effective for
actuation (Figure 24, green triangles). In each of the cases, the 0.5 Hz test resulted in the lowest
amount of displacement. At this higher frequency, the terpolymer dipoles do not have enough
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time to fully re-orient before the magnitude of the electric field begins to decrease. Thus, the
higher frequency hinders the actuation potential of the origami figure. Finally, the effectiveness
of a 0.25 Hz frequency is inconclusive. For the 4-layered sample, the behavior at 0.25 Hz more
closely follows that of 0.1 Hz, suggesting that 0.25 is also an effective frequency for this figure.
However, the converse is shown with the 8-layered sample, where the displacement at 0.25 Hz
follows the trend of the 0.5 Hz test, suggesting it is also the least effective. The 6-layered sample
yields results that are somewhere in between. Therefore, a conclusion cannot be drawn about the
effectiveness of 0.25 Hz frequency for the barking dog figure. Future samples must be tested in
order to verify any possible trends.
The results also highlight the effect of the number of layers. For this origami figure in
particular, an increase in the number of layers does not necessarily equate to an increase in
actuation motion. Here, the greatest displacement angles were observed in the 6 layer sample and
not in the 8-layered sample, which is emphasized in Figure 25. The reason for this is that there is
a trade-off between high actuation force, high displacement and low stiffness. In this case, the 8layered sample had become too stiff such that the actuation force was no longer effective in
displacing the substrate. Thus, the 6-layered sample was the most effective. The increase in
layers from 4 to 6 resulted in an increase in actuation force. Additionally, the 6-layered sample
was not too stiff as to hinder the motion of the origami structure.

Figure 25 - Summary of barking dog data, taken at electric field 65 MV/m and frequency 0.1 Hz
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3.3 Flapping Butterfly Results
Figure 26 shows an image of the maximum displacement observed in the catapult
experiments. A full video of the actuation can be found here: https://youtu.be/d8ckToYtL14

Figure 26 - Maximum displacement for the flapping butterfly (1-strip) structure

The results of the single strip butterfly design are shown in Figure 27. Only one sample
was tested for each number of layers. Consequently, the trends from this data need to be verified

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 27 - Angle displacement vs electric field for a) 4-layered, b) 6-layered, c) 8-layered, 1-strip butterfly
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in future work. The configuration and design of this sample is explained in Section 2.1. Similarly
to the barking dog origami figure, the butterfly figure was also tested using AC signal in order to
create a continuous flapping motion of the wings. At initial observation, the 4-layered samples
reach a maximum angle displacement of about 5 degrees at 80 MV/m. The 6-layered samples
perform better with a maximum displacement of about 8 degrees at 95 MV/m. Finally, the 8layered samples reach a maximum similar to the 6-layered sample of about 9 degrees.
After analyzing the results of the single strip flapping butterfly, it is seen that an increase
in the number of layers yielded an increase in displacement of the substrate, as shown in Figure
28. As hypothesized, the addition of active layers multiplies the actuation force. However there
is a point with an optimal tradeoff between force, displacement and stiffness. Because the data
for the butterfly only shows an increase in motion from the 4-layered sample to 6-layer and 8layer, it can be deduced that this optimal point has not been reached. For this particular origami
figure, with its specific kinematics, the optimal number of layers could lie beyond 8. More
research must be conducted to confirm this deduction. That being said, within this study, the
findings have shown that the 8 layer, single strip butterfly figure resulted in the best actuation.

Figure 28 - Summary of flapping butterfly (1-strip) data, taken at an electric field 96 MV/m
and frequency 0.1 Hz
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As for the effect of frequency, the results for the butterfly are less conclusive than with
the effect of varying layers. It is evident that the 0.5 Hz frequency is the least effective (Figure
27, green triangles). Similarly to behavior seen in the barking dog, the rapid frequency dominates
the actuation motion. However, it is unclear whether 0.1 Hz (Figure 27, blue diamonds) or 0.25
Hz (Figure 27, red squares) is the most effective operating frequency for the butterfly structure.
In some instances, the 0.1 Hz test yields better displacement than the 0.25 Hz test and in other
instances, the opposite occurs. Therefore, no overall conclusion about the frequency can be made
for the flapping butterfly. More samples must be tested and analyzed to determine the true effects
of frequency on this origami structure.
3.4 Actuation of Modified Flapping Butterfly
Figure 29 shows an image of the maximum displacement observed in the catapult
experiments. A full video of the actuation can be found here: https://youtu.be/9smRVm7YJis

Figure 29 - Maximum displacement of flapping butterfly (2-strip) structure

Throughout the study of the three origami structures, several observations were made
indicating what parameters resulted in the best actuation. After the completion of fundamental
testing with each structure, I decided to return to the flapping butterfly structure and apply these
observations with the intent of enhancing actuation even further. This also involved an improved
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method of sputtering that decreased the amount of arcing and short-circuiting, which increased
the success rate of the samples that were fabricated.
Major improvements were modifications in the geometry and crease pattern of the paper
substrate. Based on the success of the catapult experiments using 2 strips of active material, it
was hypothesized that applying the same two strip concept to the flapping butterfly structure
would enhance its actuation as well. Additionally, adjustments to the design of the butterfly were
needed in order to accommodate 2 strips. First, the shape of the terpolymer was changed from a
hexagon, as was shown in Figure 11, to a narrow rectangle, as shown in Figure 30. As stated
previously, green lines are mountain folds and yellow lines are valley folds. To create room for
two of these strips, the actuation area was widened from 2.5 cm to 4 cm. Then to maintain a
similar wing size, the overall length of the structure was increased to 18 cm and the length of
each individual wing was reduced from 6.5 cm to 6 cm. These dimensional changes were only
made to accommodate the new actuator shape and size.

Figure 30 - Modified design and crease pattern for the flapping butterfly. Terpolymer
dimensions: length 4.2 cm, width 1 cm

Changes in the crease pattern were made in order to improve the effectiveness of
actuation. When holding and actuating the flapping butterfly manually, shown in Figure 31, one
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can see that the actuation area tends to form a
hexagonal shape, which was the motivation for
initially shaping the terpolymer as a hexagon.
Recognizing the kinematics of folds and their
relationship to required force to bend, diagonal
creases were added along the sides of the
perceived hexagonal shaped. These folds are
depicted as the yellow valley folds of Figure 30. It

Figure 31 - Manual actuation of flapping
butterfly

was evident through the manual actuation, that the butterfly preferred having that hexagonal
shape while it was being actuated to flap its wings. Now that the terpolymer was changed and is
no longer hexagonal, these added creases serve to maintain that lost shape. Additionally, these
creases provide a preset deformation that aids in actuation. Because this deformation is preset,
the structure no longer has to work as hard to achieve that shape that is was tending toward. This
means that the structure would require less force to move its wings the same amount. For this
reason, it was hypothesized that the addition of these diagonal creases would make the
electromechanical response of the terpolymer more effective and efficient.
The new method of sputtering employed a template mask that provided better precision
and repeatability to the process. First, the mask was created using CAD software and then the
design was laser cut into a sheet of Mylar film. The CAD design, shown in Figure 32a, was
developed so that several terpolymer samples could be easily masked at the same time, instead of
needing to mask the edges of each individual sample. Rather than cutting out 6 different strips to
be sputtered, one small sheet of terpolymer was cut to the size of the mask. With this mask, final
version shown in Figure 32b, six strips of terpolymer are masked for sputtering all at once. After
sputtering, photographed in Figure 33, the strips were then separated by cutting between each
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Figure 32 - (a) CAD design used in masking during sputtering, dimensions in centimeters (b) final
mask after laser cutting

electrode. As was explained in Chapter 2, the goal of the masking is to leave a clean edge
around the sputtered electrode to prevent arcing from the positive side to the negative side or
vice versa. This new procedure achieves that but in a
much more efficient way. It takes at least 3 times less
the amount of time than it previously took.
Additionally, the edges around each strip were more
uniform in width than it had been previously. Overall,
the resulting electrode terpolymer samples were
cleaner and provided better samples that were less

Figure 33 - Post-sputtering using the
Mylar film mask

prone to premature short-circuiting.
Testing of the modified flapping butterfly structure yielded favorable results, which are
shown in Figure 34. Firstly, there was greater angle displacement of the wings than what was
observed in the 1-strip butterfly design, going from about 5 degrees maximum to almost 12
degrees maximum for the 4-layered structures. This reinforces the notion that having two
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separate strips of terpolymer actuators provides greater actuation force to the structure. These
two strips allow for a larger actuation area while maintaining a high aspect ratio in the
terpolymer. More evidence of this is seen in Figure 35, which summarizes and compares the 1strip butterfly design to the 2-strip butterfly design. From this comparison, which was taken at an
electric field of 80 MV/m and a frequency of 0.25 Hz, it is evident that the 2-strip samples
perform better than the 1-strip samples.
Another important observation is that the operating frequency has less of an effect on the
actuation. Unlike with the single strip butterfly structure, and even with the barking dog
structures, all three frequencies that were tested behaved fairly closely to one other. This is most

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 34 - Angle displacement vs Electric Field for a) 4-layered, b) 6-layered, and
c) 8-layered, 2-strip butterfly
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surprising in the 0.5 Hz data because this higher frequency has so far yielded lower results than
the other two frequencies. This observation could be attributed to the fact that this modified
design provides more efficient actuation. By efficient, it is to say that the electromechanical
response in the terpolymer occurs quickly enough such that the length of time that the electric
field is present no longer effects the maximum displacement of the substrate. Thus, the actuation
happens more quickly than the 0.5 Hz butterfly “flaps,” which means the electric field is not
interrupted before the wing achieves its full displacement.

Figure 35 - Summary comparison of 1-strip butterfly vs 2-strip butterfly

Finally, a third conclusion can be drawn from this study of the modified butterfly. It
seems as though the structures show more of a plateau of angle displacement, rather than a
continuous increase. Further examination of the videos recorded during actuation shows that the
terpolymer is still moving and working at the peaks of displacement but is unable to translate that
work into motion. This would indicate that some other parameter, one that is not being tested in
this study, could be limiting the motion of the paper substrate structure even though the
terpolymer actuator itself continues to deform. However, there is not enough data to be
conclusive about the plateau behavior. Overall, the 4-layered, 6-layered, and 8layered samples all
behave similarly. It is hard to determine the ideal number of layers, especially when looking at
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Figure 35. The 1-strip data suggests the ideal number for the butterfly is beyond 8 whereas the 2strip data is inconclusive about where that ideal point should be. Therefore, more research is
needed to investigate this further.
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CHAPTER 4 – Conclusions
4.1 Conclusions
The goal of this study has been to study the behavior of the electroactive polymer called
terpolymer as an actuator for action origami. More specifically, this study focused on the
terpolymer’s effectiveness in actuating the flapping butterfly, catapult, and barking dog.
Knowledge of the kinematics of each structure enabled strategic placement of the terpolymer to
generate the required motion. Results have shown successful actuation of these origami
structures. The butterfly was able to flap, the mouth of the dog was able to “bark,” and the
catapult was able to launch a small ball of paper. After achieving successful actuation,
maximizing that motion was investigated. Examining all of the results together, several
conclusions can be drawn about the general behavior of terpolymer as an actuator for origami
structures. More specifically, it was determined how changes in certain parameters maximized
the resulting actuation motion. These trends can then be used to predict further improvement in
actuation. The main parameters that influence the response of the origami figures when actuated
using electric field were found to be:
1. surface area of active terpolymer
2. number of layers of terpolymer
3. frequency of actuation
These parameters will be discussed more fully in the following sections followed by a section on
further research which explains how those parameters can be investigated more.
4.1.1 Surface Area of Active Terpolymer
One of the important findings of this study is that the aspect ratio of the terpolymer has a
significant effect. Without being concerned about the geometry and kinematics of the particular
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figure, the force generated by the electromechanical response of the terpolymer can be increased
using appropriate dimensions. In its electromechanical response, the terpolymer expands inplane, which is maximized with a high aspect ratio, effectively directing the actuation along the
length of the actuator. With this understanding, the dimensions of terpolymer can be chosen such
that the lengthwise expansion is coupled with the location along the substrate that is associated
with the ideal input force, driven by the kinematics of the relevant origami figure and as was
determined by Wilcox et. al. [5]. Thus, the mechanical output can be maximized through proper
choice of dimensions for the terpolymer.
4.1.2 Number of Layers of Active Terpolymer
The mechanical response of the terpolymer can be further enhanced by increasing the
actuation force through use of multiple layers of active material. An increase in the number of
layers tends to also increase both the displacement and force during actuation. However, like the
law of diminishing returns, there is a point where any additional layers will no longer increase
the actuation force and instead hinder the actuation motion. This is due to the fact that increasing
the number of layers also increases the stiffness of the actuator. Subsequently, if the actuator has
greater stiffness, more force is required to displace it, making it less efficient. The main
conclusion is that there exists an optimum number of layers at which there is a balance between
actuation force, stiffness of the whole structure and resulting displacement. This point of
optimum performance is different for each origami figure, depending on the kinematics of its
crease pattern. The barking dog experienced a drop in angle displacement between 6 and 8
layers. Additionally, all of the attempts at an 8 layered catapult failed to produce actuation.
Based on the results, it can be inferred that this point exists somewhere between 6 and 8 layers
for the barking dog and the catapult figure. Furthermore, the displacement of the butterfly
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continually increased from 4 layers, to 6 layers, and then to 8. Therefore, the optimum number of
layers is most likely 8 or higher.
4.1.3 Frequency of Actuation
Taking into account all of the data collected for each origami figure, it seen that having
different operating frequencies affects the amount of resulting angle displacement. With the three
origami figures originally, it was found that the higher the frequency, the less effective the
actuation. At 0.5 Hz, the duration of high electric field is short and consequently insufficient to
allow the terpolymer to fully expand and deform the origami figure. However, the lower
frequencies do allow for full actuation and therefore yield the greatest amount of angle
displacement. This ideal frequency was usually 0.1 Hz, but there were times in which the 0.25
Hz frequency yielded equally good results. After modifying the design of the flapping butterfly
figure, results revealed that for a 2-strip actuator with additional supportive creases, the
efficiency of actuation increases and frequency has less of an effect on the angle of displacement.
Through this modification, a change in the parameters of force and geometry reduced the effects
of frequency, at least in the range studied.

4.2 Future Research
Although the research goals were accomplished, more studies should be carried out to
further enhance our understanding. The matter of greatest interest would be to perform more
iterations of the same experiments by testing multiple samples to analyze scatter and cofirm
repeatability of results. Having a higher number of samples tested for each case would validate
the trends found in this study, and would give a stronger understanding of the behavior of the
terpolymer. Aside from collecting more data, more research can be done to study the effect of the
number of layers. This would involve testing larger numbers of layers such as 10 or 15 to
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investigate what limits might exist in the number of layers. Additionally, performing a more
precise sweep of numbers of layers like 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and so on would allow fine tuning for
the optimum point of balance between stiffness and actuation. Finally, a more general
exploration can be to look for and test other parameters that have not been investigated to
determine what else could be affecting the movement of the origami substrate or what could
increase the mechanical output of the terpolymer. This could include modifications to the crease
patterns and dimensions of the substrate, using a different material for the substrate, or adding
stiffeners in specific areas of the origami to reduce any damping effects that reduce output.
Though further research would be very beneficial, this study alone has been successful in
characterizing the behavior of PVDF-terpolymer as an actuator in action origami. It was
determined how certain parameters affect the mechanical output of the origami figures and what
values of those parameters were the most ideal. PVDF-terpolymer has proven to be an effective
actuator with ability to deform a substrate to a desired shape in the presence of an electric field.
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